Objective: Neonates undergoing congenital heart surgery require highly specialized, resource-intensive care. Location of care and degree of specialization can vary between and within institutions. Using a multi-institutional cohort, we sought to determine whether location of admission is associated with an increase in health care costs, resource use and mortality.
Perspective
This study shows that a modifiable factor, admission to a unit with cardiac specialization, was associated with decreased resource use in infants undergoing congenital heart surgery in an analysis of an administrative, multicenter dataset. By specializing care for these infants, there is an opportunity to improve outcomes and limit cost, increasing value in this population.
See Editorial Commentary page 2615.
See Editorial page 2604.
Congenital heart defects have the greatest resource use of all birth defects. 1 Perioperative care for neonatal congenital heart surgery is especially resource intensive, as it requires highly specialized teams with specific knowledge and skill sets. For this reason, much investigation is directed at optimizing care delivery to provide the greatest value care. [2] [3] [4] [5] Location of perioperative care of infants with congenital heart disease (CHD) varies both between and within institutions for many reasons, including center surgical volume, institutional and personnel resources, institutional preferences, financial considerations, historical precedent, and/or political factors. Studies evaluating the impact of intensive care unit (ICU) specialization on outcomes, specifically mortality, in pediatric heart surgery have had conflicting results. One multi-institutional study suggested decreased mortality for neonates cared for in a dedicated cardiac intensive care unit (CICU), whereas another found no association in older children undergoing cardiac surgery. 6, 7 We recently published our institutional findings that admission to a dedicated CICU was associated with lower hospital costs and resource use compared with admission to a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) for prenatally diagnosed neonates requiring congenital heart surgery. 8 The influence of location of care, a proxy for care specialization, on costs and outcomes in congenital surgery across pediatric hospitals with differing structures and surgical volumes requires further study, particularly to determine whether our center findings are generalizable across institutions with differing models of care. The purposes of this study were (1) to assess the association between admission location and hospital costs and resource use; and (2) to explore a possible association of admission location with mortality in neonates undergoing congenital heart surgery across multiple institutions.
PATIENTS AND METHODS Study Design
This study analyzed retrospective observational cohort data from the Pediatric Hospital Information Systems (PHIS) database. PHIS is an administrative dataset that contains information regarding inpatient admission from 44 pediatric hospitals, representing 17 metropolitan areas. When compared with clinical registry data, the PHIS database captures approximately 86% of cardiac surgery cases that fall into a risk adjustment for congenital heart surgery (RACHS-1) category. 9, 10 Data available include demographics, dates of admission and discharge, vital status at discharge, and billing data for medications, laboratory tests, surgical procedures, imaging procedures, clinical services, and supplies. Data are deidentified at the time of data collection and reviewed for reliability and validity before inclusion. A collaboration between the Children's Hospital Association and participating hospitals ensures data quality. Given the nature of this data, institutional board review was not required. 11 
Study Population
Neonates undergoing cardiac surgery at age<30 days with a RACHS-1 score of 2 to 6 10 at a PHIS hospital from January 2004 through December 2013 were included. Cardiac surgeries in infants <30 days by definition must be classified greater than RACHS-1 score 1. Infants initially admitted to any unit other than an ICU were excluded (5%). Patients were identified for inclusion in the study population by the use of cardiac surgery procedure codes.
Data Collection
Study variables were gathered from International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD-9) and billing codes. Data collected included demographic information, patient characteristics, risk factors, center data, and charge/cost data. Demographic data included sex, race, and payor. Patient characteristics included admission unit, admission age, admission year, use of prostaglandins, and RACHS-1 score. Risk factors including prematurity, low birth weight, the presence of genetic or major noncardiac abnormality, and heterotaxy syndrome were collected by using the prespecified ICD-9 codes listed in Appendix E1. Complications, including chylothorax, cardiac arrest, use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, medical complications, surgical complications, and infections were collected using a combination of flags defined in the PHIS system and ICD-9 codes. 12 A complete list of the findings flagged as medical complications, surgical complications, or infections can be found in Appendix E1. 12 Center-level variables included hospital census region and volume of cardiac cases per year. Volume of cardiac cases was calculated using the total number of neonatal cases reported per hospital divided by the number of years reported. Hospital volume was divided into tertiles for the purposes of analysis. Total and category-specific charge data were also collected. Data from hospitals missing charge-to-cost ratios (3/44, 7%) were excluded from the cost analysis.
Exposure
The primary exposure of interest was the initial admission location. Admission location was classified as CICU, NICU, or pediatric intensive care unit (PICU) based on the charges documented on the first day of admission at the pediatric hospital. Infants with CICU charges on the initial day of admission were categorized as CICU. On detailed examination, some institutions with known CICUs used charge codes for PICU. Therefore, those coded as PICU in PHIS likely represent a mix of institutions with multidisciplinary PICUs and institutions with dedicated CICUs that charge as ''PICU.'' For this reason, and since ''PICU'' designated admissions represented only 13% of the cohort, we primarily examined the comparison of the PHIS classified CICU to NICU admissions. We did perform a secondary analysis comparing PHIS classified PICU to NICU admissions separately. Although specialization of care actually provided in each unit cannot be known in an administrative dataset, we would generally expect that the presence of cardiac intensive care-trained physicians, pediatric cardiology, pediatric cardiothoracic surgical, and specially trained nurses and their influence on management would be greatest in a CICU, least in NICUs, and somewhere in between in PICUs, given their heterogeneity in this dataset. 13, 14 We know some patients initially admitted to one ICU will transfer preoperatively or postoperatively to another type of ICU. However, the exposure of initial admission location and resulting care decisions will influence downstream outcomes and resource use. For example, a cardiac arrest or infection in the initial unit would likely influence health status and resource use thereafter, even after transfer. Thus, to reduce bias, location of initial admission was treated similar to an ''intention-to-treat'' variable in a randomized control trial by assigning patients to their initial admission ICU exposure cohort. Nonetheless, for transparency and completeness, we also summarized transfers for the cohort throughout the hospitalization.
Outcomes
The primary outcome analyzed was total hospital cost. Total hospital cost was calculated by multiplying total hospital charges per patient by hospital-specific charge-to-cost ratios. Costs were also adjusted for geographic area and for inflation to 2013 dollars using the Health Care Finance Administration wage/price index and the All Urban Consumers Consumer Price Index. 15, 16 Charge data from subcategories including imaging, clinical, laboratory tests, pharmacy, supply, and other charges were collected. These charges were not converted to costs because category specific charge to cost ratios are not available by hospital. Secondary outcomes of interest included preoperative length of stay (LOS), total hospital LOS, ICU LOS, days of mechanical ventilation, and mortality before discharge.
Covariates
Covariates for the adjusted analysis were chosen a priori based on hypothesized clinical significance and potential for confounding and interaction. Covariates included in the multivariable analyses included prematurity, low birth weight, sex, race, prostaglandin use, genetic or major noncardiac abnormality, the presence of heterotaxy syndrome, RACHS-1 score, center volume (tertiles), payor, and admission year.
Statistical Analysis
Patient, center, and hospital cost data were summarized. Continuous data were expressed as means with standard deviations or medians with interquartile ranges (IQRs) as appropriate. Categorical data were tabulated. Univariate P values were calculated with the c 2 tests, Kruskal-Wallis test, univariate linear, and logistic regression where appropriate. Generalized estimated equations were used to fit a series of multivariable linear regression models to relate the primary and secondary outcomes to the initial admission location after adjusting for patient-level covariates. We specified a gamma-distributed outcome model with a log link function for each of these outcome variables. A working exchangeable correlation model was used to account for clustering by hospital. The point estimate of the effect attributable to the exposure compared with the NICU as referent was determined. The secondary outcome of mortality before discharge was analyzed with generalized estimating equations under a multivariable logistic regression model for a binary outcome with a logit link, again using a working exchangeable correlation model to account for clustering by hospital.
To better understand the interaction of age at admission and admission location on outcome, each of the aforementioned analyses were repeated within each of the following age categories: 1 day, 2 to 7 days, 8 to 14 days, and >15 days at admission. The group admitted at 1 day of age was believed to represent a mix of infants diagnosed prenatally or immediately after birth with CHD, as well as a group of infants more likely to be admitted to a NICU for reasons that may have not been fully captured by our covariates, such as uncoded prematurity or growth restriction. We also evaluated the interaction between center volume and admission location. The association of charges by discrete category and admission location were evaluated with a generalized estimating equation. All models were adjusted for predetermined covariates as discussed previously.
Three additional sensitivity analyses were performed for the primary outcome of total hospital cost. To examine the robustness of our results and the impact of inherent differences in the population that might impact choice of initial admission unit, first, a propensity score analysis with one-to-one matching for initial admission to the CICU versus the NICU was performed. Second, to specifically exclude the impact of prematurity, one of the main factors that would affect an admission unit, a sensitivity analysis of total cost excluding patients who categorized as premature was performed. Lastly, although an overall estimate of resource use requires inclusion of all patients regardless of outcome, we also performed a sensitivity analysis of total cost excluding patients with in-hospital mortality, given the variable effect of mortality on cost.
Two-sided P values < .05 were considered significant. Data analyses were performed via SAS 9. 
RESULTS
A total of 19,984 patients met study criteria; 39% (7830) were initially admitted to a CICU, 48% (9493) to a NICU, and 13% (2661) to a PICU ( Figure E1 ). Descriptive data for the cohort are listed in Table 1 . Patients admitted to the NICU were more likely to be premature, have low birth weight, and/or have genetic or other major noncardiac abnormalities. Twenty percent of patients were transferred from their initial admission ICU to another before surgery, with a larger percentage of primarily non-CICU patients moving after surgery (Table 2) . Patients admitted to the NICU spent a median of 55% of their total ICU time in the NICU, compared with a median of 0% NICU time in both CICU admits (P < .001) and PICU admits (P < .001). On univariate analysis, complications also varied between units, with a significantly greater percentage of infectious complications and chylothorax found in NICU admissions compared with the CICU admissions ( Table 1) .
Total Hospital Cost
Cost data were available for 18,065 (90%) patients. Those with cost data were more likely to have government insurance, to be admitted at a later era, to be from the South, admitted to a lower-volume center, and admitted to a NICU. With regard to resource use, patients with cost data available had slightly longer hospital and ICU LOS and days of mechanical ventilation compared with those without (Table E1 ). Median total hospital cost for the surgical hospitalization was $110,240 (IQR $68,790-187,920). In adjusted models stratified by age at admission, initial admission at 1 day of age to a CICU compared with a NICU was associated with no difference in cost. Initial admission to the CICU was associated with lower total costs compared with the NICU at 2 to 7 days of age ($20,440 reduction) and 8 to 14 days of age ($23,700 reduction) with no significant The Journal of Thoracic and Cardiovascular Surgery c Volume 155, Number 6 2609 difference at >15 days of age ( Figure 1 ). The full multivariate model is available in Table E2 . The propensity score model confirmed the results of the primary model (Table E3) . When infants who were premature were excluded, the results were similar for infants admitted at age 2 to 7 days with change in the same direction for those 8 to 14 days (Table E4) . When patients who died before discharge were excluded from the analysis, the findings were similar with the exception of the following: there was no longer a significant difference in cost between admission to the CICU and NICU at 2 to 7 days of age (Table E5) .
We found a significant interaction between admission location and center volume with respect to total hospital cost (Table 3) . When stratified by age at admission and center volume, admission to the CICU was associated with a lower total hospital cost for all ages at admission compared with the NICU for the greatest center volume tertile. At the lowest volume tertile, there was no significant difference in costs between the CICU and NICU except for an isolated finding of greater total hospital costs with admission to the CICU for those 1 day of age at admission.
Charges by category were evaluated to assess the source of cost differences. Adjusted differences in charges by category and admission unit and age are shown in Figure 2 . Room charges had the largest magnitude difference, with lower charges for those admitted to the CICU compared with the NICU. Other statistically significant differences were found in pharmacy, imaging, and clinical categories (Figure 2 ).
Secondary Outcome: Measures of Hospital Resource Use
Median hospital LOS for all 19,984 patients was 21 days (IQR 13-36) with a median ICU stay of 14 days (IQR 3-12) . Median days of mechanical ventilation for the cohort were 6 days (IQR 3-12), and median preoperative LOS was 4 days (IQR 1-6) . In univariate analysis, those admitted to the CICU had shorter postoperative LOS than those admitted to the NICU. In adjusted models, admission to the CICU was associated with shorter hospital LOS and ICU LOS compared with the NICU in all age groups (Table 4 ). In addition, admission to the CICU was associated with a shorter preoperative LOS than admission to the NICU in the 3 youngest age groups. Those admitted to the CICU had fewer days of mechanical ventilation at all age groups except those admitted at >15 days of age.
Secondary Outcome: Hospital Mortality
Overall hospital mortality for the cohort was 1654/19,984 (8.3%). In adjusted models stratified by age, there was no difference in hospital mortality between admission to the CICU or NICU at any age (P range, .4 to>.9).
PICU Analyses
When the PICU group was compared with the NICU for the primary and secondary outcomes, findings were similar to the CICU versus NICU results described previously. Initial admission to the PICU was associated with lower total costs compared with the NICU at 2 to 7 days of age ($26,430 reduction) and 8 to 14 days of age ($25,910 reduction) with no significant difference at >15 days of age ( Figure 1) . In adjusted models, admission to the PICU was associated with shorter hospital LOS and ICU LOS compared with the NICU in all age groups except those <1 day of age at admission (Table 4 ). Similar to CICU admission, admission to the PICU was associated with a shorter preoperative LOS than admission to the NICU in the 3 youngest age groups. Admission to the PICU was associated with a greater mortality than admission to the NICU in those admitted 1 day of age (adjusted odds ratio 1.4, 95% confidence interval, 1.04-1.82) with no significant difference in mortality when compared to the NICU at the other age groups.
DISCUSSION
In a multicenter analysis of pediatric hospitals across the nation, admission to an ICU specialized in delivering cardiac care is associated with significantly decreased total hospital costs and more efficient resource use for neonates undergoing cardiac surgery. These findings remained significant even after we adjusted for hospital surgical volume as a potential confounder, because high-volume centers are more likely to have specialized CICUs. Adjusted analysis revealed no significant difference in mortality (Video 1).
This multicenter study builds on our previous single-center findings. In the single-center study, we found that in term, prenatally diagnosed infants, CICU admission was associated with shorter hospital and ICU LOS and fewer days of mechanical ventilation but no difference in total cost when compared with the NICU. 8 In this multicenter analysis with larger sample size, we found a decreased total cost between CICU and NICU admissions. When the effect size is compared with the median total cost for our population, admission to the CICU was associated with a savings of approximately 18%. This represents a significant opportunity for streamlining resource use in this resource-heavy population. 1 Although determining the specific drivers of these cost differences is challenging and beyond the scope of this analysis, differences in LOS as reflected in differences in room charges likely contribute. We also saw differences in other clinical and pharmacy charges. Furthermore, other factors, such as variation seen in the complication rates between units, may contribute as well. Interestingly, our current findings contrast those of Gupta and colleagues, 6 which suggested that total charges are greater in patients cared for in a CICU versus NICU. They also found a significant difference in mortality favoring the CICU whereas we did not. The difference in these findings may the result of their inclusion of only propensity-matched pairs of patients who did not transfer from one unit to another preoperatively, limiting their analysis to $12% of the population of neonates undergoing cardiac surgeries at PHIS hospitals. Because transfers may have been influenced by changes in the patients' medical conditions after their initial ICU admission, this restriction may have introduced selection biases that affected their results.
Of note, in the paper by Gupta and colleagues, 20% of patients transferred ICUs before surgery, similar to our findings. However, these patients were excluded in the analysis by Gupta and colleagues. Furthermore, the inclusion of only 1:1 matched patients excluded >85% of the neonatal CHD surgery population and significantly limits the ability to interpret these findings and apply the findings to the typical clinical setting.
In our analysis, we included a larger selection of the PHIS database hospitals (44/48) and patients (95% of those undergoing congenital heart surgery), allowing for a more generalizable sample. In addition, in our cohort, patients who were initially admitted to the NICU spent the majority of their ICU time in the NICU and because there were no transfers from another unit into the NICU after admission, these patients represent a group of patients with time in the NICU as their unique exposure.
We describe significant differences in resource use by admission location that we speculate are due to specialization of care. Admission to a CICU was associated with shorter hospital stays and fewer days of mechanical ventilation in the previous studies. 6, 8 Our study further suggests that intensive care specialization may be advantageous by reducing cost and resource use in neonates undergoing congenital heart surgery. Specialization at the hospital level has been shown to decrease costs, 17 so it is not surprising that unit-specific specialization would streamline resource use. Although the natural question is whether the NICU patient population differed in ways that we could not account for statistically leading to some selection bias (or confounding by indication), is remains notable that our findings remained robust in the propensity-matched analysis and when infants who were premature were excluded. Finally, the fact that these findings are aligned with our previous single-center work, where the granularity of our data allowed us to adjust for these confounding indications more adequately, add to the likelihood that this difference in cost is not solely related to inherent differences in the patient populations cared for by these different units. In addition, the fact that some cost differences based on admission unit were no longer present when patients who died before discharge were excluded suggests that, in some instances, cost savings may be due to a difference in timing of deaths between units or a difference in resources used in the highly resource intensive period before death.
Since high-volume centers often are those more likely to have specialized CICUs, understanding the interaction between center volume and age at admission is important. The association between center volume and cost in CHD and between greater center volume and improved outcomes has been reported. 3, [18] [19] [20] The interaction between hospital volume and admission location may reflect not just the hospital volume but a difference in the specialization of ICU care related to volume. At lower-volume centers, ICU specialization may be systematically different than at greater-volume centers. This may explain the finding of resource savings for CICU admissions within the greatest-volume centers but the lack of similar findings in lower-volume centers. Likely, as our data suggest, in greater-volume centers, ICU specialization contributes to achieving lower cost care and improved outcomes. Alternatively, greater volume may result in superior specialization that cannot be achieved or sustained at a similar level when the volume of CHD patients results in fewer CICU admissions.
It may not be possible, for all centers, however, to support an individual specialized unit. We would speculate that our study supports specialization of care within any unit, not necessarily only initial admission to a CICU. For example, in smaller centers that cannot support a separate CICU, the best answer may be providing cardiac specific training to a subset of NICU nurses and physicians to attempt to approximate the specialization provided in a CICU.
As with any retrospective study, the possibility of uncontrolled confounding exists. Specifically, we do not have information regarding the physician decision-making process with respect to admission unit or any other measures of quality such as accreditation by professional centers. However, we did control for known covariates that increase the likelihood of admission to the NICU that also impact outcome, and our findings remained robust on multiple sensitivity analyses designed to further address this confounding.
Nonetheless, given our use of administrative data, unmeasured confounders may still exist. As birth weight in grams and gestational age in weeks are frequently missing or inaccurate in PHIS, ICD-9-DM codes were used, as has been done in previous rigorous studies using PHIS. 21 It is possible that transfer from the initial unit of admission may affect our analysis. Our intent was to determine the effect of initial location of admission on resource, and so patients were analyzed by their initial location of admission as in an intent-to-treat analysis. As transfers from one ICU to another are likely heavily influenced by the patient's condition at the time of transfer, adjusting for those time-dependent factors is difficult and can also introduce bias. In addition, the direction of transfer was almost exclusively from the NICU to another ICU. This supports that initial admission to a NICU has a significant effect on cost and resource use, and that the location of initial admission and preoperative care has a significant impact on the remainder of the hospital course. In addition, isolating cost by each location of care after the initial exposure to an ICU and adjusting for those time-dependent factors is difficult and would introduce further bias. Most likely, the lack of significance in the >15 days age group is related to a relatively small number of patients in this group.
Another limitation is that as the level of cardiac specialization within the group billed as PICU is not completely known, it likely represents a mix of general PICUs and dedicated CICUs. For that reason, we analyzed this group separately, with only slight differences in the results as noted previously that likely are secondary to their mixed level of specialization. However, it does make makes the comparison of this group to the NICU difficult to interpret. In addition, we do not have any information on care that occurred before admission or transfer to the PHIS hospital. Although PHIS data quality is rigorously confirmed through the Children's Hospital Association and submitting hospitals, the possibility of misclassification exists and cannot be quantified.
CONCLUSIONS
Our results demonstrate that in a national cohort of pediatric hospitals, initial admission to an ICU specialized in delivering cardiac care results in significantly decreased hospital costs and more efficient resource use for neonates requiring cardiac surgery. Although mortality was not shown to be different, in the current era of capitated payments and efforts to provide value-based care, cost reduction and more efficient resource use is key while optimizing outcome. This study indicates the importance of increased cardiac specialization and sufficient patient volume to maintain specialization within the constraints of physical location in the care of these patients.
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